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Probably not too many parishioners are familiar with how this all began. The Parish of St. Fidelis 
actually started in 1924 when a few Polish-Catholic families settled in the area of Humboldt Park. 
Having bought homes of their own, they were now desirous of having a Catholic church in the near 
vicinity. A committee was formed to present a request to His Eminence George Cardinal Mundelein, 
to grant permission for the formation of a new parish. The committee consisted of Joseph Grabow-
iecki, Joseph Sterczek, John Panek, Anthony Listecki, Joseph Altman, Andrew Drzazga, Stanley 
Mysliwiec, Felix Kobylinski, Martin Piekarz and Joseph Niemczura. The Church authorities, seeing 
the zeal and great faith of these petitioners, granted the request in due time. Thus the seed of a new 
parish took root — under the guidance of St. Fidelis.
In God's Providence, there happened to be a Lutheran Church and an adjoining three story building 
for sale on the corner of Hirsch and Washtenaw. The parish committee suggested this property be 
purchased. This being done; the Reverend John Zelezinski was appointed pastor.
Father Zelezinski arrived at his new assignment in August of 1926 and immediately put all his energy 
into readying the church for Catholic services. The people rallied around their pastor as the church 
was blessed privately. Then crosses were placed atop the building. The organ was moved to the choir 
loft and new altars installed. The pews were relocated to accommodate five hundred persons. Then, 
with the bells hung and the building cleaned and painted, all was ready. On September 26, 1926, 
Father Zelezinski offered the first Mass in this new House of God. On April 24, 1927, the feast of 
St. Fidelis, the church was publicly blessed by His Eminence George Cardinal Mundelein. Truly 
God showered great blessings on this infant parish, a parish of one hundred and fifty very pious and 
cooperative families.
Now that the souls of the people were cared for, attention was given to their minds. In 1927, two 
apartment buildings facing Washtenaw Avenue and a rear building were purchased to be remade into 
a school. Another rear building, an abandoned soda factory, was bought to serve as a boiler room for 
the school plant. To staff the school, St. Fidelis Parish had the good fortune to obtain the services 
of the Sisters of St. Joseph, who are still carrying on their marvelous work. As a convent, a six flat 
apartment was bought at 1340 N. Washtenaw.
The material ends of education being taken care of, the work of caring for the hearts, minds, and 
souls of a generous people was well under way. True, the accommodations were not completely 
new, nor were they the best, but they did serve to bring all to know, love, and serve God. The good 
nuns, walking several times daily almost a full block to church and school in all kinds of weather, 
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obtained great blessings for the parish because of their sacrifice. There truly was a spirit of sacrifice 
and determination on the part of priests, sisters, and parishioners to serve God in the best possible 
way with that which had to be assembled in such a short time.
God, seeing the efforts of this valiant young parish, granted it a rapid increase so that by the tenth 
anniversary of the parish, there were a thousand families enrolled with well over 500 children in 
school. Eight masses were needed each Sunday with the rise being so rapid that a few years later 
eleven masses and then twelve were scheduled.
In this time of growth, a building next to the rectory was purchased. It was used for classrooms, 
meeting rooms and various club rooms. With this acquisition, there was now available a better rec-
tory and conference room. This completed the parish plant, and thus it remained until just recently.
With the parish growing nicely and the people cooperating sincerely with their pastor, Mother Church 
bestowed a great honor on St. Fidelis Parish by naming Father Zelezinski a papal chamberlain. His 
Monsignorial Investiture and 25th anniversary in the holy priesthood took place on June 4, 1939 
amid great rejoicing. For the next twenty years, pastor and parishioners cooperated in the work of 
God. There was a realization that soon repairs and modernization would be necessary. But this task 
was not given to the pastor, because thirty years after he celebrated his first Mass at St. Fidelis, 
Monsignor Zelezinski was called to his eternal reward — September 27, 1957. On September 30, 
with saddened spirits, the parish of St. Fidelis gave its last earthly honors to its beloved first pastor 
—may his soul rest in peace.
On November 7, 1957, a bright new era was dawning, for on that day, the Reverend Francis E. Plo-
szek took up his new post as shepherd of the flock at St. Fidelis. On Sunday, when he greeted his 
parishioners and co-workers for the first time, Father Ploszek promised that with God's help and the 
cooperation of his flock, the necessary changes and modernization would take place. The people 
went along so well with their pastor's directions that the parish of St. Fidelis was revitalized.
An apartment building was bought opposite the church to be used as a school while the old one was 
being torn down and the new built. This same building was in time to become the Sisters' Convent. 
Plans were made for the redecoration of the rectory and church. In these two years, the parishioners 
of St. Fidelis rallied around theii pastor so well that now there is a new school, new sisters' convent, 
remodeled and expanded rectory and many major improvements in the church.
And that is the reason for the great dedication ceremonies on April 24, I960, the feast of St. Fidelis, 
with His Eminence Albert Cardinal Meyer officiating. But — let us take each project in turn...
Even though the ceremonies on April 24 are for the purpose of dedicating our school, convent and 
rectory, this book would be incomplete if we did not mention the improvements that have taken 
place in our church, the hub of our parish life. Truly in the last two years many changes have been 
made, the chief one being the improvement of the lower church making it an inspiring place to wor-
ship. Where Masses were offered only on Sunday in the Lower Church, now they take place daily 
and five times on Sunday, making it convenient for all in the neighborhood to fulfill their Sunday 
obligation. New chairs with attached kneelers and a new altar railing were installed. Stations were 
erected. Confessionals of the newest kind were bought and located in the lower church. Everything 
has been done to make this second church of ours appealing and inspiring so that parishioners might 
worship in a prayerful atmosphere.
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The doors into both the upper and lower church were replaced with solid glass ones, which now 
permits our church to rank with some of the newer ones. In the near future, the outside doors will be 
replaced with aluminum ones, giving the church building a modern and sturdy look from the outside. 
Both churches were also cleaned and painted for the dedication ceremonies. The most beautiful ef-
fect of the painting was obtained when our stations were refinished. This effect of pastel colors and 
lavishly used gold make the stations enticingly beckon our parishioners to this most loved devotion. 
They are especially entrancing when lighted. Having been finished in Lent, this facet drew more 
people to make use of the best of Lenten devotions.
Not only are members of the parish drawn to take on new devotions, but their stay in church for 
Mass is made more comfortable and more conducive to prayer. A pleasant atmosphere helps us turn 
our minds to the task at hand. Everything has been done or is being done to make it easier for all to 
turn their minds to God. For example, the upper church was air conditioned just this last summer. A 
completely new lighting system was installed. The lights are of the dimmer type making three differ-
ent degrees of light obtainable as needed. Since they replace the original bowl type fixtures to which 
fluorescent lights were appended, we know this has been an important and necessary modernization.
For services in church, especially weddings and anniversaries, this year we acquired white padded 
aluminum folding chairs and matching aluminum kneelers. This addition and all the other renova-
tions, shows the great interest that has been taken in the living. But our interest extends even to our 
deceased members. In the past, the coffin at a funeral had to be carried to the upper church up a flight 
of stairs making a complete turn on a narrow landing. This situation always created confusion and 
was a source of a lack of respect for the House of God and the deceased. So that the remains may be 
handled with the utmost respect and the silence of the church be maintained, an elevator was installed. 
This permits the passage of the coffin from one floor to the next with the greatest possible decorum 
and respect. Truly, then, St. Fidelis Parish has done all in it's power to make our church a house of 
prayer, a house where all things are centered on giving praise to God spontaneously and constantly.
On Easter Monday, 1959, the new St. Fidelis school was used for the first time. Wide-eyed children 
found it hard to believe. The old school, having been condemned by the Fire and Health Depart-
ments, could not even begin to compare with this magnificent edifice. Completed in record time, 
the building contains most of the modern appointments found in leading schools of contemporary 
design but yet is very compact.
The floors in the public areas are terrazzo and the walls are beautiful glazed green tile with exposed 
masonry blocks above. The floors of the classrooms are finished in colorful vinyl tile. The ceilings 
throughout the school are acoustic plaster, thereby keeping noise at a minimum. All classrooms have 
a full wall of windows to give the proper light and ventilation. There are no blackboards since the 
chalk boards are a pleasant blue color and are trimmed with aluminum. Each floor of this three story 
building has tiled washrooms and four drinking fonts.
With this arrangement, children never have to leave their own floor during school hours. Each 
classroom contains a wardrobe permitting easy access in case of necessity. The heating system is a 
high temperature hot water system with special units that admit outside air and raise it to the proper 
temperature before it is released into the room.
In the new school the good sisters were not forgotten. Out of gratitude for their splendid work and 
cooperation, an elevator was built in for their use. In the superior's office, an audio system was in-
stalled so that all the twenty-one classrooms, library, band room, and auditorium could be reached 
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separately or simultaneously, a feature especially desirable since a conversation could be held between 
the office and any room, saving much time and energy.
In the basement there is a kindergarten measuring 26 x 43 feet. It is equipped with all the modern 
facilities of advanced kindergartens. The floor is terrazzo with panel heat so the children can play 
on the floor comfortably at all times of the year. As can be expected, this room, with its miniature 
appointments, draws the admiration of all the visitors to the school. Just outside the kindergarten doors 
is the school lobby in which so very appropriately placed is a statue of a guardian angel watching 
over little children. These two sights, the angel and the kindergarten, give a very pleasing welcome 
to the entrance of St. Fidelis school, which now boasts nearly a thousand pupils with an expect-ation 
of about 125 more next year.
The basement of the building contains one large assembly room, modern in design with glazed tile 
walls, terrazzo floor and acoustic ceilings. Tables that fold into the wall are provided with additional 
storage capacity to accommodate 400 diners comfortably at one sitting. A large stage with dressing 
rooms occupies the east end of the auditorium. The auditorium is used for many parish functions 
and our high school youth meet there weekly for supervised entertainment. One of the small rooms 
at the east end of the hall has been made into a game room, helping to entertain our youth. Even 
though the hall is the best, it is made even better by the fact that it is now completely air-conditioned 
for summer comfort.
Another showpiece in the school building is the large modern kitchen connected with the auditorium. 
This kitchen, large as any classroom, is equipped with modern coffee brewers, dual door refrigerator, 
restaurant size stove and oven, and automatic dish washer and dryer.
There are enough dishes and silverware to serve five hundred. This kitchen is so complete it even has 
a machine for stuffing sausages. The counter, work tables and carts are of stainless steel. When the 
kitchen is not in use, a large sliding door shuts it off from the rest of the auditorium. There is a door 
from the kitchen which leads directly into the court between the school and convent, thus making it 
easily accessible for food deliveries.
As we all know, our school is second to none. Completely fireproof, stairwells all en-closed and a 
very minimum of combustible material used in building, all this makes our new building more than 
satisfactory — perfect.
In the old scheme of the parish plant, it was most inconvenient for the sisters who had to live in a 
converted apartment house which was hastily made to serve the purpose. Added to this, during rain or 
shine, they had to walk a distance both to church and to school. The parish was blessed with having 
the Sisters of St. Joseph, for they accepted these very real and serious inconveniences as their daily 
offering to God. It was imperative that a new convent be built.
A convent has been built and it is evident that everything has been done to make their pres¬ent 
home one of the best. Out of gratitude, the parishioners, showing a great spirit of cooperation, have 
purchased an apartment building adjoining the new school and had it completely remodeled. Due 
to age and soil conditions through the years, this building had settled but with proper planning, a 
very livable and modern convent was produced at a very substantial saving over the cost of a new 
building. The undesirable arrangement of stairs that led out of each apartment on the north was 
completely transformed into a light and airy court serving both the school and convent. A covered 
bridge was incorporated to integrate the two buildings and permit the nuns to go from convent to 
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school without going out of doors.
Among the major corrections of the convent building was the releveling of the floors and under-
pinning of the footings. This now means that the convent has a double foundation making it the 
strongest of the parish buildings with the exception, of course, of the new school. The finished 
convent consists of a building containing twenty-three bedrooms for the nuns, a chapel, community 
room, recreation room and refectory. Also, there are the required visiting parlors plus the necessary 
utility accommodations located in the basement. Some of the rooms designated to accommodate 
group assembly have been equipped with air conditioners so that they may be used comfortably 
during the summer months. As a special consideration for the sisters who have served our Lord 
faithfully for many years, an elevator was installed. With such accommodations, our eighteen 
sisters most certainly have moved in a day from one decade into another.
As can be expected, the favorite room of all the sisters is the chapel where they receive our Lord 
daily. It is a room with perfect appointments, sufficient lighting, and wonderful acoustics. A new 
organ helps the sisters sing God's praises. This is without a doubt the hub of the convent and the 
center of every sister's life.
Each sister has her own room with a wash basin, bed, desk and chair and closet. But the sisters do 
not spend all their time in their own rooms since they lead a well-ordered life. They are especially 
proud of their large refectory, which, in truth, is unusual. The kitchen is completely new and modern 
in every respect. The recreation room is tastefully furnished and at one end there is a sixteen foot, 
regulation scoring, six player, electric bowling alley. This house, though a remodeled apartment 
house, is indeed better than a new building. The good nuns have been well taken care of by the 
good and appreciative people of St. Fidelis.
Last but not least in the modernization program was the rectory. Where the rectory and office were 
previously located in one building, now they are separate buildings. What before was the rectory 
and office is now just a residence building for the priests serving the parish. The building itself 
was a converted apartment house with one priest occupying what was once a parlor, with another 
using as his room what was a bedroom or storage room, and with another claiming as his domain 
what was once a dining room. But now with not just a conversion but a complete remodeling, each 
priest has a small study, bedroom and washroom for his own use.
A building next to the rectory which was used at different times as class rooms, meeting rooms and 
club rooms, now is the parish office. The entrance to this building was tastefully remade, giving 
it now a more formal appearance. The first floor of the building, the part used as an office, was 
remade with the parishioners in mind. Where there was limited office and waiting room space 
before, now there' are spacious quarters for every need. The building throughout is lighted by 
fluorescent fixtures and heated by new hot water units which use a fan to circulate the heat evenly. 
There are three private offices for conferences, instructions, and private discussions. The furniture 
in the main office and the private offices is modern with padded seats and backs. The rear portion 
of the main office is used as a work room where parish mail and other such large scale projects are 
handled. The offices are painted a soft blue or beige and the floors are rubber vinyl tile. The second 
floor and basement of the building contain meeting rooms, two on the second floor and one in the 
basement. Outlets have been conveniently placed so that the main office can be easily and quickly 
air-conditioned if this be found necessary.
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Directly behind the new office building is a small two story building. The first floor of this building 
is used for choir rehearsals and as a boy scout room. The second floor is the Holy Name club room. 
Both these rooms have been renovated, making the parish reconstruction program complete.
With this last task being accomplished, by the grace of God and cooperation of the parishioners, we 
have a compact plant extending on both sides of Washtenaw Avenue from Hirsch to 1413 on the 
east and 1410 on the west, and on Hirsch to the alley both east and west of Washtenaw. Completing 
the parish property are parking accommodations on California and Fairfield, four lots on California, 
four lots on the west and two on the east side of Fairfield.
With God's grace and the overwhelming and sincere cooperation of the members of St. Fidelis Parish, 
we are sure that St. Fidelis is now a model parish and a very notable asset to the community. For 
its influence on all who come in contact with it or its members, and for the great spiritual revival 
of our neighborhood, we give thanks to God.


